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T h e News l e t t e r o f t h e G u i l d o f New H a m p s h i r e Wo o d wo r k e r s

by Peter Breu

The Secret of Our Success

F

rom the very first meeting of the Guild that
I attended some 20+ years ago in Mike
Fonner’s basement shop, it was clear to me
that this organization relied upon volunteers
and the spirit of volunteerism. All too soon I
volunteered to organize a book purchase (Peter
Bloch assured me that all I needed to do was
announce it, organize it and it would be a great
thing!) and I found myself flooded by boxes and
boxes of books and meeting lots of happy guild
members.
Somehow that led too quickly to becoming
president of the organization (that trajectory
remains quite mysterious…) and from that high
and mighty perch it was even more obvious that
the Guild only worked because of the spirit of
volunteerism. From presenters volunteering to
host meetings, to the hard working folks who
man the booth at Sunapee, to the turners who
make the amazing Turning Symposium happen
every three years, it is those volunteers who
make the Guild an amazing and quite unique
organization. I have seen first hand several other

such organizations and heard of many more, and
it is clear that what we created is unique exactly
because of the spirit of volunteerism. When new
members quickly understand that spirit, by and
large they become infected with it, and so it
passes on and grows.
When we ask presenters at the Turning
Symposium to give their presentation gratis,
we are asking for something totally unique, but
it is understood that everyone who makes the
symposium and the greater Guild happen is also
working without compensation. I used the word
infectious very much on purpose. I am convinced
that this spirit is infectious and imbues the Guild
with something that continues to bring out the
very best in people. It continues to delight me,
and I am sure it will continue to be the guiding
principle of our outstanding Guild—Peter Breu.
Editor’s Note: We hope you will think about
Peter’s perspective on the Guild when you
see a call for volunteers in TouchUps or on the
website.
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Guild Advertisers
Tools & Supplies

See the ads — gnhw.org/guild-advertisers

Wood Products

Schools

Chester Tool Works

Classic Designs

Epic Woodworking

Gary R. Wood & Co.

FBN Millwork

Homestead Woodworking

Liogier Hand Stitched Rasps

GH Evarts & Co.

North Road Guitars

Rockler—Cambridge, MA

Goosebay Lumber

The Breed School

Rockler—Salem, NH

Highland Hardwoods

The Wood Finishing School

Williams & Hussey

Maine Coast Lumber

Woodcraft—Newington, NH

New London Wood Products

Manchester Tool Repair

Woodcraft—Woburn, MA

Northland Forest Products

Northeast Saw (Sharpening)

The Millwork Shop

Tru-Cut (Sharpening)

Wolfgang’s Wood

Services

